FeedLite

™

Instructions and Information

Extend your hunting and viewing hours with the Feedlite™.
The Feedlite™ is used to illuminate remote areas at night where
animals feed or gather.
The Feedlite™ was designed for long periods of use with low
maintenance. The cross hairs of most hunting scopes can be seen
up to 75 yards away, while higher quality scope cross hairs can
be seen from much farther away. The Feedlite™ is also excellent
for use with bow hunting.
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It easily mounts to your feeder or a pole. The solar panel
recharges a 12 volt battery that powers 9 (3 LEDs in each cluster)
white LED bulbs. The Feedlite™ automatically turns on at dusk to
let you view nocturnal animals. The angle of each cluster can be
independently adjusted. The Feedlite™ is great for hog hunting.
Get the most of your limited and valuable hunting time. There
are many uses for this unique outdoor lighting product.
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Feedlite™ Mounting Tips

Feedlite™ Storage, Transportation, and Non-Use

Your Feedlite™easily mounts to flat or rounded surfaces such as
typical feeder barrels. Self drilling/tapping screws are included.
Simply bend the mounting ears to fit the contour of your feeder.

Storage
For storage, and during transportation, be sure the toggle switch is
in the OFF position. Also disconnect one pole of the battery.

For bow hunting, some hunters suggest mounting you Feedlite™ to
a pole between your stand and your feeder. This lets you view the
side of the animal, and it eliminates silhouetting or shadowing.

Your Feedlite™ is designed to run at night continuously all year
long. You do not have to turn it off if it is mounted in direct sunlight.
If you have to turn it off for special circumstances, just flip the
toggle switch from AUTO to OFF. The solar panel still charges the
battery in the OFF position. If you have to leave it off for a week or
more in the field, then also disconnect one pole of the battery. This
will keep the battery from being overcharged. Batteries typically
need replacing after one year of usage.

Withe the magnification of typical scopes and binoculars, mounting
your Feedlite™ directly to your feeder or a pole works well. Be
creative with your mounting to fit your particular viewing needs.
The Feedlite™ may be easily mounted to a T-Post with the optional
Swivel T-Post Bracket.
Always mount your Feedlite™ so the solar panel faces South so it
receives direct unobstructed sunlight to keep the battery charged.
Battery performance is critical for optimum lighting. With proper
charging conditions, your Feedlite™ will stay brightly lit all night.

Cleaning
Clean the LED bulbs and solar panel with only a soft brush and
water. Keeping the bulbs and solar panel clean will help insure
optimum lighting.
Helpful Tips and Information
The higher you mount your Feedlite™ the greater the spread of the
light at ground level. If it is mounted too high, the light may be too
dissipated four your particular needs. The recommended heights is
4–7 feet.
Some hunters suggest mounting the Feedlite™ in a way to see the
entire side of the animal. This can be done by mounting it to a pole
facing your feeder.
Always be sure of your target. The manufacturer and its distributors
assume not responsibility for the use or misuse of this product.
Practice hunting safety.

The Feedlite™ easily mounts on a pole.
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Know the game laws in your area. In most areas it is illegal to hunt
game animals (such as deer) with the aid of artificial light. In many
areas it is legal to hunt non-game animals (such as feral hogs and
exotics) with the aid of artificial light. Always check-in with your
local wildlife authorities to make sure you are in compliance with all
game laws.
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